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A B S T R A C T

The pomace fly or fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster is known as a cost-effective model organism widely used to
study neurological diseases and metabolite-related diseases. Among these metabolites, lipids play important
roles in energy homeostasis, metabolism, membrane structure, and signaling. Although the Drosophila lipidome
has been described in previous studies, there is only a little information on the localization and distribution of
the various lipid classes and species in the fly. In this work, high-resolution atmospheric pressure scanning
microprobe matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (AP-SMALDI) mass spectrometry imaging was performed
in order to determine the spatially resolved distribution of metabolites of D. melanogaster, with a focus on the
tissue-specific characteristic regional distributions of identified compounds from 20 μm thick cryosections of the
fly. We identified and characterized the anatomical distribution of a total of 97 lipids, 62 of them identified as
glycerophospholipids and sphingolipids and 35 of them as glycerolipids, in three biological replicates of the fly
with a consistent anatomical distribution using 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) as a matrix for soft ionization
in positive-ion mode with a pixel size of 5–10 μm. Furthermore, we used para-nitroaniline as a matrix for both
the positive- and negative-ion mode, enabling the identification of 89 deprotonated lipids in negative-ion mode.
Among them, 48 have been identified in both positive- (protonated) and negative-ion (deprotonated) mode
within the mass accuracy of± 3 ppm. All ion images were separated according to their localization principally
into head, posterior region and whole body of the fly. The spatial identity especially of Drosophila brain
metabolites, including lipids, small metabolites and neuropeptides, will provide the possibility of studying
neurodegenerative diseases. Therefore, we additionally mapped the distribution of neuropeptides in coronal
Drosophila brain sections. Furthermore, several lipophilic male- and female-specific sex pheromones were
identified, differentiated, and characterized according to their typical distribution pattern in mated and virgin
flies. We report on an efficient method for the preparation of improved tissue sections after ethanol dehydration
and 5% carboxymethylcellulose and gelatin embedding, capable of maintaining the tissue integrity of the whole
fly, which was a challenge due to the hard cuticle and heterogeneous tissue types of this insect. Moreover, our
instrumentation with a high spatial resolution, mass resolution and mass accuracy combined with on-tissue MS/
MS imaging overcomes common limitations typically observed with low resolution mass spectrometric imaging,
such as insufficient spatial resolution which cannot deliver precise and detailed information from the internal
organ-specific tissues, and uncertainties of generated signals based on low mass accuracy and resolution. By
using DHB, our approach allowed the identification of protonated, sodiated and potassiated lipid species within
a mass accuracy of± 1 ppm and lipophilic pheromones within± 3 ppm with a spatial resolution set up within
5–15 μm at a high detection sensitivity of the instrumentation.

1. Introduction

The model system fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster), is one of the
most popular organisms in biological investigations of numerous
developmental and cellular processes. The use of insects as model
organisms, due to the reduced complexity of the metabolism of

invertebrates compared to vertebrates, simplifies the investigation of
biological processes in order to understand fundamental aspects of the
cell metabolism. Its characteristic adipose tissues and lipid transport
system, makes D. melanogaster a close model to humans [1,2] for
studying the molecular basis of lipid-related human diseases, such as
obesity [3]. Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) is a novel technique for
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the analysis of molecular components directly from tissues. Combined
with histological methods, it allows a topographical mapping of
molecules identified by mass spectrometry (MS) and provides informa-
tion about the spatial distribution of these molecules throughout tissues
[4]. Moreover, this technique enables a simultaneous analysis of
multiple molecules in single cells, tissues, organs, or whole animals
[4]. The application ranges from tumor diagnostics, through lipid and
protein research, to drug localization studies [5–7].This technique was
recently adjusted for the profiling of molecules in insects and mosqui-
toes [8–12]. The impact and diversity of MS and MSI in lipidomic and
metabolomic research is increasing [6,8,12,13]. Lipids have important
biological functions in energy homeostasis, membrane structure and
fluidity, and signaling processes [14]. Furthermore, lipids play a crucial
role as pheromones for the chemical communication of animals. The
lipidome of D. melanogaster, including pheromones, has been studied
well [15,16]. Previous studies of Drosophila extracts from different body
parts provided important insights about lipids and metabolites, but
without any spatial information [17–20]. However, knowledge about
the localization of lipids in D. melanogaster is still limited. Surface lipids
of male and female D. melanogaster, i.e. cuticular hydrocarbons, were
recently successfully determined by MALDI MSI [21,22]. We provide
here a detailed analysis of the spatial distribution of lipids and
pheromones in whole body sections of D. melanogaster. Moreover, we
distinguish between male and female virgin and mated D. melanogaster
flies and highlight mating-related changes of distribution and intensity
of pheromones. A study published recently identified the distribution of
six different lipid classes and male-specific pheromones of D. melano-
gaster using elevated-pressure MALDI-MSI, thereby, demonstrating
clearly the suitability of this technique for a detailed spatiotemporal
mapping of lipids within complex tissue material, such as D. melano-
gaster whole body sections [10]. In extension of that, we could identify
lipids and pheromones with higher spatial resolution and with a better
mass accuracy, providing a more precise and recurrent localization, by
examining the anatomy of different replicates of fruit flies using two
different matrix applications. We identified different classes of glycer-
ophospholipids, sphingolipids and glycerolipids. Moreover, we deter-
mined the distribution patterns of phospholipids and lipophilic putative

pheromones in mated and virgin male and female D. melanogaster flies.
Furthermore, D. melanogaster is an ideal model organism for study-

ing neurological disorders, e.g. Neumann-Pick disease, epilepsy and
Parkinson’s disease [23]. Several approaches have been encountered
including different MS techniques to analyze Drosophila brains or reveal
proteomic profiling [24]. Thus, the fruit fly is considered to be one of
the major invertebrate model systems in the field of neuroscience.
MALDI imaging studies have a great potential to explain the spatial
patterns of various biomolecules in diversified research areas of
pharmaceuticals, biology and neuroscience [25]. Neuropeptides act in
the nervous system as diversified signal molecules that can affect
numerous biological processes, including behavior, development, heart
rate, metabolism, and reproduction, which were productively studied in
D. melanogaster [26–28]. MS-based approaches have been previously
applied for the detection and identification of neuropeptides from
homogenized cells in different developmental lifespans of D. melanoga-
ster [27,29–32]. A combination of ToF-SIMS (time-of-flight secondary
ion MS) and SEM (scanning electron microscopy) imaging studies on
fruit fly brains have recently described the distribution of various intact
lipids, including the stimulant drug methylphenidate [33,34]. Using
SIMS it was possible to image with a pixel size of 3 μm, but the mass
resolution was not sufficient to identify compounds. Here, we per-
formed high-resolution AP-SMALDI MSI in order to study the brain of D.
melanogaster, which enabled the specific localization and accurate
identification of various biomolecules, including neuropeptides. More-
over, we present an MSI-friendly method for gelatin embedding and
preparation of 20 μm sections from the brain of D. melanogaster, being
smaller than 1 mm in diameter. Fruit fly brains of biological replicates
were analyzed to obtain their structural identity reproducibly.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials and methods

2.1.1. Chemicals
DHB (98% purity) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen,

Germany). Paranitroaniline (pNA) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich

Fig. 1. AP-SMALDI analysis of sodiated ‘citbismine D’ (m/z 745.23722, 0.59 ppm), a yeast-associated compound from rotting citrus fruits. The substance was imaged with 6 μm step size
and was found to be localized mostly in the posterior region of a female fly, presumably corresponding to the gut.
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Table 1
Phospholipids and glycerolipids detected in AP-SMALDI MSI analyses of male and female Drosophila melanogaster in positive ion mode using DHB as a matrix. Structures were assigned
based on accurate mass and database information from METLIN and LIPID MAPS.

Formula [M+H]+calc [M+Na]+calc [M+K]+calc RMSE (root mean square
error)of [M+K]+obs./ppm

Assignment

Head region
C40H80NO8P 734.56943 756.55137 772.52531 −0.26 PC(32:0)
C44H86NO7P 772.62147 794.60341 810.57735 0.80 PC(O-36:2)/PC(P-36:1)
C41H82NO8P 748.58508 770.56703 786.54097 −0.35 PE(36:0)
C41H80NO7P 730.57452 752.55646 768.53040 −0.49 PE(O-36:2)/PE(P-36:1)
C41H78NO7P 728.55887 750.54081 766.51475 0.82 PE(O-36:3)/PE(P-36:2)
C44H80NO7P 766.57452 788.55646 804.53040 0.76 PC(O-36:4)/PC(P-36:3)
C36H71N2O7P 675.50717 697.48911 713.46305 −0.77 PE-Cer(34:2)
C38H77N2O6P 689.55920 711.54115 727.51508 −0.90 PE-Cer(36:1)

Gut region
C27H53NO4 456.40474 478.38668 494.36062 0.55 Arachidyl Carnitine
C36H69NO3 564.53502 586.51696 602.49090 −0.85 Cer(36:2)
C36H70NO8P 676.49118 698.47313 714.44707 −0.19 PC(28:1)
C38H74NO8P 704.52248 726.50443 742.47837 −0.09 PC(30:1)
C38H72NO8P 702.50683 724.48878 740.46272 −0.37 PC(30:2)
C40H75O10P 747.51706 769.49901 785.47295 0.51 PG(34:2)
C38H66NO10P 728.44971 750.43166 766.40559 −0.52 PS(32:4)
C40H72NO10P 758.49666 780.47861 796.45255 −0.46 PS(34:3)
C42H78NO10P 788.54361 810.52556 826.49950 −0.04 PS(36:2)
C42H74NO10P 784.51231 806.49426 822.46820 −0.63 PS(36:4)
C25H50NO7P 508.33977 530.32171 546.29565 1.10 LysoPE(20:1)
C43H79O12P 819.53819 841.52014 857.49408 −0.76 PI(P-34:2)

whole body
C21H42NO7P 452.27717 474.25911 490.23305 0.67 LPE(16:1)
C21H44NO7P 454.29282 476.27476 492.24870 0.71 LPE(16:0)
C26H48NO7P 518.32412 540.30606 556.28000 0.03 LPC(18:3)
C26H50NO7P 520.33977 542.32171 558.29565 −0.20 LPC(18:2)
C26H52NO7P 522.35542 544.33736 560.31130 −0.22 LPC(18:1)
C26H54NO7P 524.37107 546.35301 562.32695 0.03 LPC(18:0)
C28H52NO8P 562.35033 584.33228 600.30622 0.22 LPC(20:2)
C28H54NO8P 564.36598 586.34793 602.32187 0.25 LPC(20:1)
C36H72NO8P 678.50683 700.48878 716.46272 0.13 PC(28:0)
C34H66NO10P 680.44971 702.43166 718.40559 −0.54 PS(28:0)
C42H79O10P 688.49118 710.47313 726.44707 0.09 PE(32:2)
C42H79O10P 690.50683 712.48878 728.46272 0.13 PE(32:1)
C36H71O10P 695.48576 717.46770 733.44164 −0.75 PG(30:0)
C36H66NO10P 704.44971 726.43166 742.40559 0.18 PS(30:2)
C36H68NO10P 706.46536 728.44731 744.42125 −0.15 PS(30:1)
C39H72NO8P 714.50683 736.48878 752.46272 0.46 PE(34:3)
C39H74NO8P 716.52248 738.50443 754.47837 0.25 PE(34:2)
C42H79O10P 718.53813 740.52008 756.49402 0.32 PE(34:3)
C38H68NO10P 730.46536 752.44731 768.42125 −0.29 PS(32:3)
C40H76NO8P 730.53813 752.52008 768.49402 −0.27 PC(32:2)
C38H70NO10P 732.48101 754.46296 770.43690 −1.17 PS(32:2)
C40H78NO8P 732.55378 754.53573 770.50967 0.39 PC(32:1)
C41H72NO8P 738.50683 760.48878 776.46272 −0.74 PE(36:5)
C42H79O10P 742.53813 764.52008 780.49402 0.38 PE(36:3)
C41H78NO8P 744.55378 766.53573 782.50967 0.10 PE(36:2)
C42H79O10P 744.55378 766.53573 782.50967 0.10 PE(36:2)
C42H79O10P 746.56943 768.55138 784.52532 0.22 PE(36:1)
C42H76NO8P 754.53813 776.52008 792.49402 −0.04 PC(34:4)
C40H70NO10P 756.48101 778.46296 794.43690 −0.81 PS(34:4)
C42H78NO8P 756.55378 778.53573 794.50967 −0.18 PC(34:3)
C42H80NO8P 758.56943 780.55137 796.52531 0.01 PC(34:2)
C42H82NO8P 760.58508 782.56703 798.54097 −0.21 PC(34:1)
C42H79O10P 770.56943 792.55138 808.52532 0.09 PE(38:3)
C42H79O10P 771.51706 793.49901 809.47295 −0.95 PG(36:4)
C42H79O10P 772.58508 794.56703 810.54097 0.28 PE(38:2)
C42H79O10P 774.60073 796.58268 812.55662 0.41 PE(38:1)
C44H80NO8P 782.56943 804.55138 820.52532 0.08 PC(36:4)
C44H82NO8P 784.58508 806.56703 822.54097 0.10 PC(36:3)
C44H84NO8P 786.60073 808.58268 824.55662 0.55 PC(36:2)
C44H86NO8P 788.61638 810.59833 826.57227 0.32 PC(36:1)
C46H88NO8P 814.63203 836.61398 852.58792 0.02 PC(38:2)
C46H90NO8P 816.64768 838.62963 854.60357 −0.03 PC(38:1)

Glycerolipids (present in whole body)
C23H38O4 379.28429 401.26623 417.24017 −0.77 MG(20:4)
C23H40O4 381.29994 403.28188 419.25582 −0.58 MG(20:3)
C33H60O5 537.45135 559.43330 575.40723 −0.05 DG(30:2)
C35H62O5 563.46700 585.44894 601.42288 −0.88 DG(32:3)

(continued on next page)
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(Taufkirchen, Germany). Glass microscope slides (ground edged,
frosted, 75 × 25 × 1 mm) were obtained from VWR International
(Darmstadt, Germany), and carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) sodium salt
from Sigma Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany). Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)
and water (HPLC grade) were purchased from Fluka (Neu Ulm,
Germany). All chemicals used in this study were of the highest purity
available.

2.1.2. Drosophila husbandry
D. melanogaster w118 lacking the eye pigments were maintained at

25 °C on a standard diet containing cornmeal, sugar, yeast, destilled
water, propionic acid, nipagin, and beet syrup. Virgin male and female
flies were collected and separated by sex within six hours after
hatching, immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C
until cryosectioning. Mated male and female flies were collected and
separated by sex six days after hatching, frozen in liquid nitrogen and
stored at −80 °C until cryosectioning.

2.1.3. Cryosectioning of Drosophila melanogaster
D. melanogaster w118, of approximately 2–2.5 (h) × 1–1.5 mm (w)

size, were systematically and consistently prepared for this MSI study.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no recommended protocol for the
preparation of D. melanogaster whole body sections for MSI studies.
Reproducible sample preparation of this tiny fly is especially compli-
cated due to its external and internal anatomy and the hydrophobic
external cuticle [10].

As a first step, we removed the wings and legs using forceps and
knives and then soaked the flies in Petri dishes filled with 40, 70 and
100% of ethanol, respectively, for 10 min each and let them dry.
Ethanol facilitates dehydration of the insects, hardens their internal
tissue and helps to keep the integrity of the whole insect morphology
after sectioning. Tissue sections were not again soaked in ethanol, as
ethanol penetrates the cuticle of the fly. Ethanol treatment might have
some effects on cuticular lipids, which are more polar and easily soluble

in polar solvents such as ethanol. The insect body is fragile and it is
impossible to make slices without the support of embedding media
[35]. Therefore, a recommended embedding material, such as CMC was
used, which does not interfere with the detection sensitivity of
molecular compounds in MALDI-MSI, as other supporting material like
Optimal Cutting Temperature (OCT) compound do [36–38]. We tested
CMC in trial sectioning of insects and it was found that 5% of CMC
works best in order to obtain suitable sections for MSI studies. It
reduces movement after pouring the flies on to it and helps to maintain
the coverage and integrity of the whole body of the fly. Ionization
efficiency depends partially on the thickness of the tissue slices and
5–20 μm of tissue sections are generally chosen to study low molecular
weight compounds [39]. We prepared 20 μm sections from both male
and female flies for high-resolution MSI of wild type D. melanogaster in
the mass range of m/z = 200–1000.

In the second step of our preparation protocol, flies soaked with
ethanol were fixed in Cryomolds® cast blocks (15 × 15 × 5 mm) with
5% CMC embedding solution. Half of the plastic block was firstly filled
with 5% CMC. The flies were then placed firmly in the middle of the
block. Care was taken to reduce the movement of the flies during the
placement. The block with flies was left for about 30 min at −80 °C to
fix them in place. Additional CMC was poured on top to cover the fixed
flies and the samples were again left at −80 °C for at least 24 h. During
this time, CMC with fixed flies adapts a waxy texture, which is suitable
for sectioning. The plastic blocks containing D. melanogaster were then
put into the cryochamber at −23 to −25 °C for about 10–15 min to
equilibrate with the chamber temperature. The D. melanogaster samples
were then sliced into sections of 20 μm thickness with a cryotome (HM
525 Cryostat, Thermo Scientific, Dreieich, Germany). Longitudinal
sections were made from whole body D. melanogaster on a cryotome
holder. Sections were thaw-mounted on frosted glass slides with ground
edges (75 × 25 × 1 mm) and immediately measured after matrix
application or stored at −80 °C for later imaging studies. In each case,
the sections were put into a desiccator for at least 20 min prior to

Table 1 (continued)

Formula [M+H]+calc [M+Na]+calc [M+K]+calc RMSE (root mean square
error)of [M+K]+obs./ppm

Assignment

C35H64O5 565.48265 587.46460 603.43853 −0.06 DG(32:2)
C35H66O5 567.49830 589.48025 605.45418 −0.11 DG(32:1)
C35H68O5 569.51395 591.49590 607.46983 −0.06 DG(32:0)
C37H64O5 589.48265 611.46460 627.43853 −0.28 DG(34:4)
C37H66O5 591.49830 613.48025 629.45418 −0.10 DG(34:3)
C37H68O5 593.51395 615.49590 631.46983 −0.35 DG(34:2)
C37H70O5 595.52960 617.51155 633.48548 −0.46 DG(34:1)
C39H68O5 617.51395 639.49590 655.46983 −0.55 DG(36:4)
C39H70O5 619.52960 641.51155 657.48548 0.44 DG(36:3)
C39H72O5 621.54525 643.52720 659.50113 −0.44 DG(36:2)
C39H70O6 635.52452 657.50646 673.48040 −0.01 TG(36:2)
C39H72O6 637.54017 659.52211 675.49605 0.02 TG(36:1)
C41H76O5 649.57655 671.55850 687.53243 −0.56 DG(38:2)
C49H92O6 777.69667 799.67861 815.65255 0.21 TG(46:1)
C51H92O6 801.69667 823.67861 839.65255 −0.05 TG(48:3)
C51H94O6 803.71232 825.69426 841.66820 −0.02 TG(48:2)
C53H96O6 829.72797 851.70991 867.68385 −0.01 TG(50:3)
C53H98O6 831.74362 853.72556 869.69950 0.00 TG(50:2)
C55H102O6 859.77492 881.75686 897.73080 −0.15 TG(52:2)
C57H96O6 877.72797 899.70991 915.68385 0.00 TG(52:4)
C51H96O6 805.72797 827.70991 843.68385 0.42 TG(48:1)
C43H80O6 693.60277 715.58471 731.55865 −0.20 TG(40:0)
C43H82O6 695.61842 717.60036 733.57430 −0.27 TG(40:1)
C45H84O6 721.63407 743.61601 759.58995 −0.23 TG(42:1)
C45H86O6 723.64972 745.63166 761.60560 0.13 TG(42:0)
C47H86O6 747.64972 769.63166 785.60560 0.05 TG(44:2)
C47H88O6 749.66537 771.64731 787.62125 0.18 TG(44:1)
C49H88O6 773.66537 795.64731 811.62125 0.17 TG(46:3)
C49H90O6 775.68102 797.66296 813.63690 0.40 TG(46:2)
C55H100O6 857.75927 879.74121 895.71515 −0.08 TG(52:3)
C39H68O6 633.50887 655.49081 671.46475 −0.09 TG(36:3)
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measurement, to avoid the process of condensation and humidity on the
surface of the samples. The overall sample preparation method is
summarized in Supplementary Fig. S1.

2.1.4. Optical microscopy
Optical images of 20 μm D. melanogaster tissue sections were taken

before matrix application with an Olympus BX-41 microscope
(Olympus Europa GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) at a microscopic magni-
fication of 5x. Optical images of the laser burn patterns were taken after
each measurement to determine the precise laser ablation spot size for
defined lateral resolution.

2.1.5. Matrix application
The coating of samples with an appropriate matrix plays a crucial

role in MALDI-MSI soft ionization [40,41]. The imaging of lipids and
metabolites was performed in both positive and negative ion mode. For
that purpose, 150 μl of DHB and pNA solutions were homogeneously
deposited by a “SMALDI Prep” matrix preparation system (TransMIT
GmbH, Giessen, Germany). DHB solution consisted of 30 mg/ml of DHB
in 50:50 (v/v) Aceton:H2O (0.1% TFA). pNA solution consisted of
10 mg/ml of pNA in 50:50 (v/v) Aceton:H2O. The crystal size of the
matrix on the tissue sections was microscopically controlled to be
homogeneous and not larger than 5 μm. No washing steps were applied
prior to matrix application.

DHB is widely used as a suitable matrix for the analysis of small
molecular-weight compounds, such as lipids and metabolites, in the

positive ion mode. Protonated ions, sodium adduct ions and potassium
adduct ions are mostly observed from biological samples after applying
DHB with meaningful biological images [42,43]. On the other hand,
pNA was first introduced for lipids in 1995 [44] and is supposed to
produce higher signal-to-noise ratios than DHB in both positive- and
negative-ion mode under atmospheric pressure for protonated and
deprotonated lipid species [45].

2.2. Instrumentation

All imaging experiments were accomplished by using an AP-
SMALDI MSI system (AP-SMALDI10®, TransMIT GmbH, Giessen,
Germany) coupled to a Fourier transform orbital trapping mass spectro-
meter (Q Exactive™, Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH, Bremen,
Germany), providing high resolution in mass and space [46]. The laser
beam was focused by a centrally bored objective lens to an ablation
diameter of 5 μm [47]. Samples were scanned with step sizes (pixel
sizes) between 6 and 15 μm for D. melanogaster sections of 2–2.5
(h) × 1–1.5 mm (w) size. The Q Exactive instrument was operated in
positive-ion mode and in the mass range of m/z = 300-1000. Matrix
peaks were used for internal calibration resulting in a mass accuracy of
better than ± 1 ppm. The laser beam was focused carefully to avoid
oversampling. Automatic gain control was turned off and C-trap
injection time was fixed to 500 ms. Ions formed by 30 laser pulses
per spot were accumulated in the C-trap prior to detection. The mass
resolving power was set to 140,000 at m/z= 200 providing accurate

Fig. 2. AP-SMALDI positive-ion pseudocolor images of three classes of glycerolipids, triglycerides (TG), diglycerides (DG), and monoglycerides (MG). Distributions of these lipids were
found to be prominent in head and abdomen of D. melanogaster. Glycerolipids were detected as sodiated and potassiated species in all cases. All images were created by adding signal
intensities of the two ion species [M+Na]+, and [M+K]+ in one image. The resolution was set to 10 μm per pixel (10 μm step size) and the size of the measurement was 312 × 150
pixels.
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mass for determination of elemental compositions.

2.2.1. Image processing
The software package ‘MIRION’ [48] was used to generate mass

images from Q Exactive raw files with a bin width of Δm/z= 0.01
or ± 5 ppm. It can discriminate m/z images based on mass defect and
pixel coverage. Mass spectra from 6 to 15 μm/pixel were obtained in
our experiments and all lipid ions were assigned within a mass accuracy
of ± 1 ppm. By using the ‘MIRION’ software package, gray scale
images, false color images or RGB (red-green-blue) images are gener-
ated from individual lipid ion species (Supplementary Fig. S2).

The ‘rainbow pseudocolor’ m/z images were normalized to the
highest intensity for each individual lipid ion species per image. In
order to compare the abundances of lipids, the signals of protonated,
sodiated and potassiated species of each lipid were summed and
presented as one image. No further data processing steps were applied
during image generation. Theoretical m/z values of each lipid species
assigned from the database (www.lipidmaps.org) were used for image
generation with a bin width of ± 5 ppm relative to the theoretical
value. Each proton-, sodium- or potassium-attached lipid species with
less than ± 1 ppm mass error versus the database entry was selected.

2.2.2. Molecular identification directly from tissue
On-tissue AP-SMALDI MS/MS studies were performed directly from

fruit fly tissue sections in order to identify the lipids and metabolites

after isolation of precursor ions with an isolation width of ± 0.50 u.
The laser was scanned with 10–20 μm step size on the tissue for
desorption/ionization of precursors. The precursor ions selected and the
product ions obtained by high energy collision-induced dissociation
(HCD) were ejected from the C-trap and analyzed in the orbitrap. The
normalized collision energy for inducing fragmentation in the orbitrap
was set to an instrument-specific value of 20–30% in both positive- and
negative-ion mode. The HCD fragment ions were detected in the
orbitrap at a mass resolution of 35,000–70,000 at m/z 200.
Fragmentation based on neutral loss from the head group of the
phospholipid structure was commonly observed in positive-ion mode
HCD experiments (Supplementary Figs. S3 and S4). By performing MS/
MS in a negative-ion mode, it was possible to fragment lipids in terms of
negative ion loss from the precursor (Supplementary Figs. S5–S7).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. High-resolution AP-SMALDI imaging in positive-ion mode

Our instrumentation enables the combination of high mass and
lateral resolution in MSI allowing the delineation of distinct species of
phospholipids, neuropeptides and drug compounds from diversified
tissue sections with high spatial resolution [49]. Here, we investigated
whole body sections of D. melanogaster and obtained mass spectrometric
images using this approach. A total of 97 phospholipids were identified

Fig. 3. AP-SMALDI positive-ion pseudocolor images obtained from sections of three female adult D. melanogaster A) (272 × 172 pixels, 10 μm per pixel B) 312 × 212 pixels, 10 μm per
pixel and C) 494 × 254 pixels, 6 μm per pixel resp.) using DHB as a matrix. Spatial distributions were found to be similar for the three biological replicates for ether phosphatidylcholines
PC(O-36:2)/PC(P-36:1) (potassium attached m/z 810.57799, 0.79 ppm) in the head, for arachidyl carnitine (potassium attached m/z 494.36062, 0.54 ppm) and for LPC(18:1) (potassium
attached m/z 560.31130, −0.22 ppm). All images were created by adding signal intensities of the three ion species [M+H]+, [M+Na]+, and [M+K]+ in one image. The scale bar for
each image represents 500 μm.
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after DHB application, including glycerophospholipids, sphingolipids
and glycerolipids, based on the three major ion species of singly
charged protonated, sodiated and potassiated lipids. Glycerophospho-
lipids are the major structural lipids of cells, essential constituents of
cell membranes in eukaryotes and play an important role in many
membrane activities, such as transport, energy exchange, signal trans-
duction, fluidity, and permeability [17,50,51]. The focus of this study
was to identify the diversified lipid, metabolite and neuropeptide
classes by higher spatial and mass resolution MSI in the different
anatomical structures of the fly. An average mass spectrum acquired in
an imaging experiment of a whole female fly is shown in Supplemen-
tary Fig. S8. Lipid peak signals are assigned based on accurate mass
measurements within the mass accuracy of better than 1 ppm.

We performed MSI of a female adult D. melanogaster fly at al

resolution of 6 μm pixel size. The precise distribution of metabolites in
various tissue regions of the fly are shown in Supplementary Fig. S2 for
the case of three selected phospholipid signals. The most intense signal
within the whole body of the fly was observed for sodiated PC(34:2)
(m/z 780.55138, green, 0.013 ppm). The head of the fly is character-
ized by the sodiated ether lipid compound PC(O-36:2)/PC(P-36:1) (m/z
794.60338, red, 0.79 ppm) and the posterior region is characterized by
one of the monounsaturated protonated phosphatidylcholines, PC(30:1)
(m/z 704.52210, blue, 0.08 ppm). The microscopic image of a burn
pattern in Supplementary Fig. S9 clearly demonstrates the 6 μm lateral
resolution. A 6 μm single pixel mass spectrum from the same fly in a
narrow mass window of 752.50-752.60 is shown in Supplementary Fig.
S10. Two molecular species of lipids with specific topographical
distributions and a mass difference of 35 mDa were clearly separated.

Fig. 4. Negative-ion mode AP-SMALDI images of deprotonated phospholipids ([M−H]−) from three adjacent whole body sections A), B), and C) showing the specific distributions within
head, whole body and cuticle of a female fly, acquired using pNA as a matrix. Red: ether lipid phosphatidylcholine PC(O-20:1)/PC(P-20:0) (deprotonated m/z 548.37163, 1.01 ppm),
green: phosphatidylinositol PI(34:2) (deprotonated m/z 833.51804, 0.69 ppm), blue: lysophosphatidylinositol LPE(28:4) (deprotonated m/z 619.28817, 0.35 ppm). Images were
generated with a bin width of Δm/z = 0.01 at a mass resolving power of 140,000 at m/z= 200 and a mass accuracy of better than 3 ppm. The resolution was set to 8 μm per pixel (8 μm
step size) and the size of the three measurements was 416 × 150 pixels, 375 × 148 pixels and 398 × 152 pixels, respectively. The red, green and blue images were overlaid to one RGB
image on the right. The scale bar represents 500 μm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Sodium-attached PC(32:2) and plasmalogen PE(O-36:2)/PE(P-36:1)
were imaged using a narrow mass bin width of Δm/z = 0.01, showing
specific distributions in the whole body and especially in the head and
extending neuronal tissue of D. melanogaster. Ion images generated with
such a small bin width of Δm/z = 0.01 enable to resolve the two
distributions of the compounds neighboring in mass by 35 mDa. Such
separation is not possible with larger bin widths as typically used by
lower-mass-resolution instruments. The effect of using different bin
widths for the generation of ion images has been discussed earlier in
detail [46,49,52].

A citrus fruit derivative ‘citbismine D’ was identified and imaged
with a lateral resolution of 6 μm per pixel as a sodium-attached ion
(Fig. 1). This probably nutrition-derived metabolite was found promi-
nently within the posterior region of the fly, most likely corresponding
to the gut region of the female adult fly. High-resolution AP-SMALDI
MSI will be applied in the future to study the mechanism of action and
effects of e.g. orally administered drugs, metabolites and pesticides.

Glycerolipids, i.e. triglycerides (TGs), diglycerides (DGs) and mono-
glycerides (MGs), are stored as lipid droplets in the fat body of the fly.

Fat bodies enriched mostly with TGs have a major role in the central
storage of nutrients and energy fuel surrounded by phospholipids.
Energy metabolism in insects is maintained by lipolytic enzymes, i.e.
TG lipase, and the hydrolytic activity and conversion of TGs into DGs
and MGs occur after the loss of fatty acids (FAs) from the structure.
Metabolic activity by MG lipase promotes the loss of glycerol from MGs
into FAs [53]. By using our AP-SMALDI approach at a spatial resolution
of 10 μm, three glycerolipid classes could be demonstrated within the
very high mass accuracy of± 1 ppm. A total of 35 glycerolipids were
identified based on a similar distribution of sodiated and potassiated
species with summed FA chain lengths of C20 to C52 (Table 1).
Triglycerides were profoundly present, besides di- and monoglycerides
in all replicates of female flies examined. TGs were sensitively detected
in the present MSI approach, suggesting the possibility to detect sex
specific TGs, widely conserved in D. melanogaster and mediating mating
behavior [54]

Fig. 2 depicts selected pseudocolor images of the three classes of
glycerolipids, obtained with 10 μm step size of a female Drosophila fly.
MS/MS experiments were performed directly on a female fly section for

Fig. 5. Negative-ion mode AP-SMALDI images of deprotonated fatty acids ([M−H]−) from two adjacent sections A) and B) of a female fly, acquired using pNA as a matrix. Red:
FA(C18:3) (deprotonated m/z 277.21697, 2.75 ppm), green: FA(C18:2) (deprotonated m/z 279.23170, 2.75 ppm), blue: FA(C18:1) (deprotonated m/z 281.24711, −1.39 ppm). The size
of the two measurements was 416 × 150 pixels and 375 × 148 pixels, respectively. The red, green and blue images were overlaid to one RGB image on the right. The scale bar represents
500 μm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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selected lipid species at a high collision dissociation of 20–30 eV and a
mass window of ± 0.5 u using the Q Exactive mass spectrometer in
positive-ion mode. The MS/MS of precursor ion m/z= 824.55637
resulted in characteristic product ions at m/z = 162.95550, m/
z = 641.49023 [M–183 + K]+ and m/z= 765.48199 (neutral loss of
phosphocholine 59, C3H9N), confirming the potassiated species of PC
(36:2) (Supplementary Fig. S4). The MS/MS product ions of precursor
ion m/z = 560.31128 confirm the potassium-attached monounsatu-
rated LPC(18:1) (Supplementary Fig. S3).

3.2. Reproducibility of AP-SMALDI analysis of organ-specific lipid
distributions

In order to discover and map the similarity and reproducibility of
organ-specific lipid distributions, an MSI study was performed using
representative biological replicates of female flies. Fig. 3 shows the
characteristic spatial distribution of the ether-linked PC(O-36:2)/PC(P-
36:1) in the head and antennal lobe of two biological replicates of adult
female flies. The spatially resolved major abundant lipids that were
found from head were ceramide phosphoethanolamines (Cer-PEs),
ether lipids, and saturated PCs and PEs (Table 1). The Cer-PEs are
membrane lipids that belong to the class of sphingolipids, having
diverse functions in cellular and developmental processes. They are
important regulators of Drosophila development and play a crucial role

in brain development, phototransduction and behavior of the fruit fly
[55–57]. Some of the most abundant lipids in the head are ether lipids.
This is in clear agreement with a previous study on larval brain tissue
and adult D. melanogaster brain [18,58].

The lipid distribution in D.melanogaster whole-body sections shows
a unique profile with high levels of lysolipids, phosphatidylcholines and
phosphatidylethanolamines. Lysolipids are phospholipase A (PLA)-type
enzyme-catalyzed derivatives of phospholipids and are involved in
important signaling functions as antimicrobial compounds [59]. The
abundant expression of lysolipids (m/z= 400-600) throughout the
whole fly reflects the high enzymatic activity in the animal [60,61].
Distribution of LPC(18:1) is shown for three whole-body sections of
female flies in Fig. 3. The on-tissue MS/MS analysis of potassium-
attached LPC(18:1) directly from the tissue confirmed its identity with
respect to lipid class and overall composition of the hydrocarbon chain
parts (Supplementary Fig. S3).

A high abundance of phosphatidylserines was detected specifically
around the abdominal region from all replicates of the fly. Other
phospholipids identified especially from the abdominal region are
summarized in Table 1. The main digestion and nutrient absorption
takes place in the metabolically active and permeable tissue of the gut,
including uptake and processing of FAs. A unique distribution of
arachidyl carnitine was identified from the abdominal region of the
female fly within the mass accuracy of 0.55 ppm of potassium adducts

Fig. 6. AP-SMALDI images and on-tissue MS/MS of protonated (positive-ion mode) A) and deprotonated (negative-ion mode) B) phosphotidylethanolamine, PE(36:2) (protonated m/z
744.55327, −0.33 ppm and deprotonated m/z 742.53859, 0.62 ppm) using pNA as a matrix. Characteristic fragment ions were observed after high-energy collision-induced dissociation
(HCD). Similar spatial distributions were observed for the two adjacent sections. The scale bar represents 500 μm.
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Table 2
Fatty acids and lipids detected in AP-SMALDI MSI analyses of male and female Drosophila melanogaster in negative-ion mode using pNA as a matrix. Structures were assigned based on
accurate mass and database information from METLIN and LIPID MAPS.

Formula Theoretical m/z
[M−H]−

Observed Mass
[M−H]−

Mass
accuracy
(ppm)

Theoretical m/z
[M+H]+

Observed Mass [M
+H]+

Mass
accuracy
(ppm)

Identity Anatomy

C12H20O3 211.13287 211.13316 1.36 213.14907 Not detected Not detected oxo-dodecenoic acid Whole fly
C14H26O2 225.18491 225.18542 2.31 227.20111 Not detected Not detected tetradecenoic acid

C(14:1)
Whole fly

C14H28O2 227.20055 227.20112 2.48 229.21675 Not detected Not detected tetradecanoic acid
C(14:0)

Whole fly

C14H26O3 241.17982 241.18025 1.79 243.19602 Not detected Not detected oxo-tetradecanoic acid Whole fly
C16H28O2 251.20055 251.20118 2.50 253.21675 Not detected Not detected hexadecadienoic acid Whole fly
C18H30O2 277.21621 277.21697 2.75 279.23241 Not detected Not detected octadecatrienoic acid

C18:3
Head, Esophagous and
Thorax

C18H32O2 279.23185 279.23170 -0.54 281.24805 Not detected Not detected octadecadienoic acid
C18:2

Whole fly

C18H34O2 281.24751 281.24711 -1.39 283.26371 Not detected Not detected octadecenoic acid C18:1 Whole fly
C18H32O3 295.22677 295.22762 2.89 297.24297 Not detected Not detected hydroxy-

octadecadienoic acid
C18:2(OH)

Whole fly

C18H34O3 297.24242 297.24334 3.09 299.25862 Not detected Not detected hydroxy-octadecenoic
acid C18:1(OH)

Whole fly

C18H32O4 311.22169 311.22074 3.05 313.23789 Not detected Not detected dihydroxy-
octadecadienoic acid

Head and Thorax

C21H44NO7P 452.27717 452.27742 0.57 454.29282 454.29252 −0.63 LPE(16:0) Whole fly
C23H46NO7P 478.29282 478.29298 0.34 480.30847 480.30864 0.37 LPE(18:1) Whole fly
C23H48NO7P 480.30847 480.30864 0.37 482.32412 482.32450 0.78 LPE(18:0) Head, Esophagous and

Gut
C22H45O9P 483.27175 483.27291 2.40 485.28740 Not detected Not detected LPG(16:0) Whole fly
C25H44NO7P 500.27717 500.27693 -0.48 502.29282 502.29302 0.40 LPE(20:4) Whole fly
C25H52NO7P 508.33977 508.34082 2.07 510.35597 510.35738 2.76 LPE(20:0) Head, Esophagous and

Gut
C24H47O9P 509.28740 509.28847 2.11 511.30360 Not detected Not detected LPG(18:1) Whole fly
C24H46NO9P 522.28264 522.28381 2.25 524.29829 524.29924 1.80 LPS(18:1) Whole fly
C26H45O9P 531.27175 531.27263 1.67 533.28740 Not detected Not detected LPG(20:4) Whole fly
C28H56NO7P 548.37107 548.37163 1.02 550.38727 550.38835 1.96 PC-O(20:1) Head and Esophagous
C28H45O9P 555.27175 555.27220 0.81 557.28740 Not detected Not detected LPG(22:6) Whole fly
C29H58NO7P 562.38725 562.38809 1.49 564.40345 564.40263 −1.44 LPE(24:1) Head and Esophagous
C30H55O9P 589.35000 589.35176 2.99 591.36620 Not detected Not detected LPG(24:3) Whole fly
C30H59O9P 593.38130 593.38117 -0.22 595.39750 Not detected Not detected LPG(24:1) Head and Esophagous
C27H53O12P 599.31909 599.31833 -1.27 601.33474 Not detected Not detected LPI(18:0) Head, Esophagous and

Gut
C30H54NO9P 602.34525 602.34709 3.07 604.36145 Not detected Not detected LPS(24:3) Whole fly
C30H56NO9P 604.36090 604.36172 1.37 606.37710 Not detected Not detected LPS(24:2) Whole fly
C30H58NO9P 606.37655 606.37842 3.10 608.39275 608.39437 2.66 LPS(24:1) Whole fly
C30H57O10P 607.36056 607.36155 3.29 609.37676 Not detected Not detected PG(24:1) Whole fly
C33H58NO7P 610.38672 610.38694 0.37 612.40292 612.40258 −0.54 LPE(28:5) Gut region
C33H60NO7P 612.40237 612.40258 0.36 614.41857 Not detected Not detected LPE(28:4) Gut region
C32H57O9P 615.36565 615.36713 2.42 617.38185 Not detected Not detected LPG(26:4) Whole fly
C33H61O8P 615.40203 615.40373 2.77 617.41823 617.41976 2.47 PA(30:2) Gut region
C29H49O12P 619.28779 619.28817 0.62 621.30344 621.30422 1.25 LPI(20:4) Whole fly
C30H56NO10P 620.35581 620.35734 2.48 622.37201 622.37309 1.73 PS(24:1) Whole fly
C32H64NO8P 620.42858 620.42825 -0.54 622.44478 622.44549 1.13 PC(24:0) Head and Esophagous
C30H58NO10P 622.37146 622.37309 2.63 624.38766 624.38724 −0.67 PS(24:0) Whole fly
C32H58NO9P 630.37655 630.37828 2.76 632.39275 632.39402 2.00 LPS(26:3) Whole fly
C32H60NO9P 632.39220 632.39402 2.89 634.40840 634.40973 2.10 LPS(26:2) Whole fly
C32H62NO9P 634.40785 634.40973 2.98 636.42405 636.42538 2.08 LPS(26:1) Whole fly
C32H64NO9P 636.42350 636.42538 2.96 638.43970 638.44061 1.43 LPS(26:0) Head and Esophagous
C35H64NO7P 640.43367 640.43423 0.89 642.44987 Not detected Not detected LPE(30:4) Gut region
C35H65O8P 643.43333 643.43524 2.97 645.44953 645.45097 2.23 PA(32:2) Whole fly
C35H67O8P 645.44898 645.45097 3.10 647.46518 647.46672 2.38 PA(32:1) Whole fly
C34H66NO8P 646.44423 646.44508 1.32 648.46043 648.46091 0.73 PC(26:1) Head,Esophagous and

Gut
C32H60NO10P 648.38711 648.38902 2.95 650.40331 650.40409 1.19 PS(26:1) Whole fly
C34H68NO8P 648.45988 648.45891 -1.51 650.47608 650.47668 0.91 PC(26:0) Head and Esophagous
C38H77N2O6P 687.54355 687.54552 2.88 689.55975 689.56015 0.58 Cer-PE (36:1) Head and Esophagous
C37H72NO8P 688.49118 688.49313 2.83 690.50738 690.50933 2.82 PE(32:1) Whole fly
C39H75O8P 701.51158 701.51217 0.84 703.52723 703.52825 1.44 PA(36:1) Gut region
C39H74NO8P 714.50683 714.50781 1.38 716.52303 716.52495 2.67 PE(34:2) Whole fly
C39H76NO8P 716.52248 716.52295 0.66 718.53868 718.53807 −0.85 PE(34:1) Whole fly
C39H78NO8P 718.53813 718.53838 0.36 720.55378 720.55315 −0.87 PE(34:0) Head, Esophagous and

Gut
C38H75O10P 721.50141 721.50338 2.74 723.51706 Not detected Not detected PG(32:0) Gut region
C41H74NO8P 738.50683 738.50662 -0.30 740.52303 740.52468 2.22 PE(36:4) Whole fly
C41H78NO8P 742.53813 742.53856 0.59 744.55378 744.55330 −0.65 PE(36:2) Whole fly
C40H76NO10P 760.51231 760.51427 2.58 762.52796 762.52842 0.60 PS(34:1) Gut region

(continued on next page)
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species (Fig. 3 and Table 1). Carnitines are reported as an essential
nutrient for insects and are involved in the transport of free FA into and
out of the mitochondria [60,62].

All lipids were imaged based to the three most prominent ion
species, as mentioned earlier, and each image of the lipids was scaled
from the lowest (black) to highest (red) intensity. The distributions of

lipids can be determined reproducibly, although they vary to some
extent, due to the heterogeneity of the different biological replicates.
Sample preparation for reproducible imaging is challenging, including
tissue sectioning and matrix application. In addition, reproducible laser
focusing in consecutive measurements is also of paramount importance.

The MS images of lipids were generated using an m/z bin width of

Table 2 (continued)

Formula Theoretical m/z
[M−H]−

Observed Mass
[M−H]−

Mass
accuracy
(ppm)

Theoretical m/z
[M+H]+

Observed Mass [M
+H]+

Mass
accuracy
(ppm)

Identity Anatomy

C42H75O10P 769.50141 769.50213 0.94 771.51706 Not detected Not detected PG(36:4) Head, Esophagous and
Thorax

C42H81O10P 775.54836 775.55050 2.77 777.56401 Not detected Not detected PG(36:1) Gut region
C42H74NO10P 782.49666 782.49622 -0.57 784.51231 784.51368 1.75 PS(36:4) Whole fly
C42H80NO10P 788.54361 788.54560 2.53 790.55926 790.55994 0.85 PS(36:1) Head, Esophagous and

Gut
C41H75O13P 805.48616 805.48774 3.21 807.50236 807.50476 2.97 PI(32:2) whole fly
C46H79O9P 805.53780 805.53703 -0.95 807.55400 Not detected Not detected PG(P-40:6) Head and Esophagous
C41H77O13P 807.50181 807.50275 3.65 809.51801 Not detected Not detected PI(32:1) Whole fly
C41H79O13P 809.51746 809.51971 2.78 811.53311 Not detected Not detected PI(32:0) Whole fly
C44H78NO10P 810.52796 810.52666 -1.61 812.54361 812.54331 −0.37 PS(38:4) Whole fly
C43H75O13P 829.48616 829.48845 2.76 831.50236 831.50430 2.33 PI(34:4) Whole fly
C43H77O13P 831.50181 831.50430 2.99 833.51801 833.52004 2.44 PI(34:3) Whole fly
C43H79O13P 833.51746 833.51804 0.70 835.53366 Not detected Not detected PI(34:2) Whole fly
C43H81O13P 835.53311 835.53326 3.77 837.54876 Not detected Not detected PI(34:1) Whole fly
C43H83O13P 837.54876 837.55044 3.21 839.56441 839.56672 2.75 PI(34:0) Whole fly
C45H75O13P 853.48616 853.48673 0.67 855.50236 Not detected Not detected PI(36:6) Head and Esophagous
C48H74NO10P 854.49666 854.49548 -1.38 856.51286 Not detected Not detected PS(42:10) Gut region
C45H77O13P 855.50181 855.50380 2.33 857.51801 Not detected Not detected PI(36:5) Whole fly
C48H92NO9P 856.64260 856.64447 2.19 858.65880 Not detected Not detected PS(P-42:1) Gut region
C45H79O13P 857.51746 857.51844 1.15 859.53366 859.53516 1.74 PI(36:4) Whole fly
C48H91O10P 857.62661 857.62683 0.25 859.64281 Not detected Not detected PG(42:2) Gut region
C45H81O13P 859.53311 859.53416 1.22 861.54931 861.55023 1.07 PI(36:3) Whole fly
C45H83O13P 861.54876 861.55123 2.87 863.56441 Not detected Not detected PI(36:2) Whole fly
C45H85O13P 863.56441 863.56540 1.15 865.58006 865.57825 −2.08 PI(36:1) Gut region
C45H87O13P 865.58006 865.57825 -2.09 867.59571 867.59627 0.65 PI(36:0) Gut region
C48H90NO10P 870.62186 870.62371 2.12 872.63806 872.63891 0.97 PS(42:2) Gut region
C45H86NO13P 878.57531 878.57455 -0.86 880.59151 Not detected Not detected PI(36:2) Whole fly
C47H79O13P 881.51746 881.51733 -0.15 883.53311 883.53249 −0.69 PI(38:6) Whole fly
C47H81O13P 883.53311 883.53249 -0.70 885.54876 885.54865 −0.11 PI(38:5) Whole fly
C47H87O13P 889.58006 889.58100 1.06 891.59626 Not detected Not detected PI(38:2) Gut region
C47H89O13P 891.59571 891.59735 1.84 893.61191 Not detected Not detected PI(38:1) Gut region

92 deprotonated
lipids

48 lipids in both
positive and
negative mode

Fig. 7. Distribution of male-specific potassium-attached pheromones C23:1(OH) (m/z= 377.3201) and C23:1(3OH) (m/z= 409.3100 within 5 ppm mass accuracy) in A) mated and B)
virgin male D. melanogaster. Higher intensities of these pheromones were observed around the genital region of mated flies compared to the virgin flies, which show lower intensities and
a more homogeneous distribution of the pheromones throughout the body. Images were generated with 15 μm per pixel. AP-SMALDI image sizes were 192 × 96 pixels and 154 × 78
pixels, respectively). The scale bar represents 500 μm.
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0.01 u or ± 5 ppm relative to the exact mass values of the three ion
species of the lipids. All potassiated species of lipids assigned with a
mass accuracy of better than± 1 ppm both from adult male and female
D. melanogaster are summarized in Table 1.

3.3. AP-SMALDI imaging in negative ion mode

Two adjacent 20 μm sections of female D. melanogaster were
measured to identify lipids and examine the reproducibility after pNA
application at a lateral resolution of 8 μm/pixel. A total of 89
deprotonated lipids were identified in negative-ion mode within the
mass range of m/z = 200-900, among them 14 lipids identified as FAs.
Six classes of phospholipids and lysophospholipids were identified in
the form of phosphatidylcholines (PCs), phosphatidylethanolamines
(PEs), phosphatidic acids (PAs), phosphatidylglycerols (PGs), phospha-
tidylserines (PSs), and phosphatidylinositols (PIs). The majority of the
lipids identified in negative-ion mode MSI were PIs, followed by PSs,
PEs, PGs, PAs, and, in a much lower amount, PCs. Some of the lipids
structurally assigned by accurate mass, were subsequently identified by
on-tissue MS/MS analysis. A few examples of those are shown with
their MS/MS spectra in Supplementary Figs. S5–S7, acquired using pNA
as a matrix in negative-ion mode.

Only a few sphingolipids could be identified in negative-ion mode in
the form of deprotonated lipids, mainly sphingolipid Cer-PE(36:1) in
the head. Most lipids identified using pNA as a matrix in negative-ion
mode were not found as DHB-ionized lipids in positive-ion mode,
except for LPE (16:1), Cer-PE(36:1) and PEs (32:1, 34:2, 36:2), which
were identified with both matrices and ion polarities. A typical RGB
image of three selected lipid signals is shown in Fig. 4, where the red

pixel distribution in head of three adjacent female-fly sections corre-
sponds to ether PC(O-20:1)/PC(P-20:0) (m/z 548.37163), and the green
image describes the distribution of abundant PI(34:2) (m/z 833.51804)
in the whole body. A lysophosphatidylethanolamine, LPE(28:4) (m/z
612.40258) observed to be distributed around the cuticle of the gut
region of three adjacent sections of the fly, shown as a blue pixel
distribution. These three ion images were combined into one RGB
image in order to depict their anatomical distributions in parallel
(Fig. 4). Fatty acids have important roles in mammals, including
reproduction, cold adaptation and metabolism [63].

It has been suggested that the presence and composition of FAs in
cell membranes affect cold adaptation and cell signaling in D. melano-
gaster, especially by C18 FAs [63–65]. Moreover, a change of the FA
content can affect female fecundity, remating and production of sex
hormones [66,67]. Three C18 FAs and their anatomical distributions
are shown in Fig. 5 with FA(C18:3) depicted in red, FA(C18:2) in green
and FA(C18:1) in blue, along with an RGB overlay of those selected FAs.
Fatty acids with 18 carbon atoms were found in the whole body of the
fruit fly. On-tissue MS/MS fragmentation of possible FA(18:2), is shown
in Supplementary Fig. S5. Another adjacent section of the same female
fly was used to characterize the protonated lipids in positive-ion mode
in comparison to the deprotonated lipids, expectedly showing a similar
spatial distribution. A total of 48 lipids were identified in both positive-
and negative-ion mode, all expressing a similar spatial distribution.
Similarity in distribution patterns of positive and negative ion species
for two adjacent sections is shown in Supplementary Fig. S11 for PE
(34:1), LPE(18:0), LPS(18:1), and Cer-PE(36:1). Using AP-SMALDI MSI,
the anatomical distribution of lipids, such as PE(36:2), was not only
explored with high mass accuracy in protonated and deprotonated

Fig. 8. AP-SMALDI MSI of sections from three adult female mated biological replicates of D. melanogaster, revealing the transferred male-specific pheromone CH503 (potassium attached
m/z 503.38638, 0.55 ppm) in the female genital region or reproductive tract. The displayed mass spectrum was averaged from 1521 pixels within the genital region. In each measurement
the resolution was set to 10 μm per pixel (10 μm step size).
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mode, but compounds were also identified by MS/MS directly from
another neighboring section (Fig. 6). We detected the characteristic
neutral loss from the head group of protonated PE(36:2) in positive-ion
mode, whereas characteristic loss of hydrocarbon chain from the
precursor ion of PE(36:2) was recorded in negative-ion mode. Similar
images of the lipid precursor ions in positive- and negative-ion mode
from adjacent sections are shown in Fig. 6. Future work will focus on
the quantification of lipids directly from tissue and the differentiation of
isomers. All detected lipids, measured with pNA as a matrix and
assigned within a mass accuracy of± 3 ppm are summarized in
Table 2.

3.4. AP-SMALDI imaging of pheromones

The high resolution and sensitivity of our instrumentation enabled
characterization of oxygen-containing putative pheromones both from
mated and virgin male and female flies with precise visualization,
localization and high mass accuracy and, furthermore, allowed the
differentiation between sexes of the biological replicates. Insect pher-
omones i.e cuticular hydrocarbons (CHCs) had been analyzed pre-
viously by conventional GC/MS [68] after organic-solvent extraction.
Although GC/MS allows the structural characterization of volatile
nonpolar hydrocarbons, such as alkanes and alkenes, it is not usable

to elucidate the spatial information of larger or more polar compounds
because of the extraction procedure [69]. On the other hand, non-
conventional direct ultraviolet laser desorption/ionization orthogonal
time-of-flight MS (UV-LDI-o-TOF MS) was applied to desorb molecules
from the cuticular surface by using a 200 μm-diameter laser beam that
enabled a spatial chemical profiling of 28 species of CHCs [16]. This
technique expands the detection range of polar compounds from the
cuticular anatomy of the fruit flies, but does not provide highly resolved
topological localization and distributional images from the anatomical
sections. Mass spectrometry imaging of two lipophilic putative male sex
pheromones has recently been introduced [10], using a Synapt G2-S
HDMS (Waters/Micromass, Manchester, UK) hybrid orthogonal TOF
MS containing a modified ion source [10]. However, mass resolution of
that instrumentation was not high enough to obtain the accurate mass
of typical lipophilic pheromones, as for example the acetylated male-
specific polar hydrocarbon named CH503 (3R, 11Z, 19Z)-3-acetoxy-11,
19-octacosadien-1-ol. The latter is highly abundant in the male genital
region of D. melanogaster and is transferred to the female genital
integument during copulation and inhibits the male courtship behavior
[10,16].

In order to explore the distinct distribution patterns of pheromones
within whole-body sections of the fly based on accurate mass, we
employed high-resolution AP-SMALDI MSI in positive-ion mode by

Fig. 9. AP-SMALDI MSI of the male sex pheromone CH503 in sections of A) adult mated male (image of 192 × 96 pixels, generated at 15 μm per pixel) and of B) virgin male D.
melanogaster (image of 154 × 78 pixels, generated at 15 μm per pixel), exhibiting a diffuse distribution within the posterior of the flies. C) The male pheromone was also found in the
genital region of mated female flies supposedly transferred from the male fly during mating. The measurement was performed at 10 μm per pixel for 312 × 212 pixels. D) CH503 was not
found in virgin female flies. The size of the measurement was 164 × 70 pixels and the step size was 15 μm per pixel.
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using DHB as a matrix. Spatial distribution, characterization and
differentiation of male- and female-specific polar cuticular hydrocar-
bons or putative pheromones were studied based on high resolution in
mass and space, but, due to volatility of some pheromones and
heterogeneity of the tissue, a discrete pattern of compound distribution
was difficult to obtain. A mass spectrum averaged from 618 spots from
the genital region of the adult male fly is shown in Supplementary Fig.
S12, depicting three lipophilic putative male pheromones within the
mass range of m/z = 300–600. Signals correspond to the singly charged
potassium-attached hydroxylated hydrocarbons C23:1(OH)
(C23H46O), C23:1(3OH) (C23H46O3) and C30:2(OAc + OH)
(“CH503” = C30H56O3), assigned within the mass accuracy of ± 1
ppm according to Y. Shikichi et al. [70]. The detected pheromones
C23:1(OH) and C23(3OH) were found to be distributed all over the
body of adult and mated male and virgin male flies, but the concentra-
tion was found to be higher within the anogenital region of the adult
mated male after copulation compared to virgin male flies (Fig. 7).
These male pheromones have a great influence on communication cues
and courtship behavior, since initial suppression of male courtship is
partially mediated by the transfer of these pheromones to females
[10,16].

We identified CH503 in 20 μm sections of adult mated females from
three biological replicates with a distinct location of the male sex
pheromone in the female genital integument region (Fig. 8). Visualiza-
tion of the male-specific sex pheromone CH503 within mated versus

virgin D. melanogaster revealed a similar distribution pattern, diffusely
located around the genital region of both, mated adult and virgin male
flies (Fig. 9).

This observation is in accordance with the supposed transfer of this
sex pheromone from the male to the female during mating [16]. We
performed further studies to compare virgin female flies with mated
female flies, as well as virgin and mated male flies, and we found a clear
indication of CH503 after copulation in both sexes (Fig. 9). In summary,
this recent MSI study provides a highly resolved visualization of the
distinct localization and distribution of these characteristic pheromones
in male and female D. melanogaster. It has to be noted that high mass
resolution and mass accuracy were necessary in these MSI studies to
discriminate the pheromones from closely neighboring mass signals of
other compounds (see Figs. 10A and 11A ).

3.5. Molecular imaging of Drosophila brain

High-resolution AP-SMALDI imaging of D. melanogaster brains
explored the topographic distribution of lipids, metabolites and neuro-
peptides in different parts, including the retina, fat bodies, mouth parts,
cortex, synaptic neurons, mushroom bodies, and antennal lobe from the
coronal sections [58]. The dissected D. melanogaster head was em-
bedded in 5% gelatin and carefully sliced into 20 μm thick sections with
our cryo-microtome from the dorsal to the caudal area in order to
maintain the intact morphology of the fly brain, which is smaller than

Fig. 10. AP-SMALDI MSI of head sections from two biological replicates (A and B) of D. melanogaster, showing three brain-specific lipids ([M+K]+ signals of phosphatidylcholines PC(O-
36:2)/PC(P-36:1), m/z 810.57799, 0.80 ppm, PC(32:0), m/z 772.52511,−0.26 ppm and PE(O-36:2)/PE(P-36:1), m/z 766.51475,−0.49 ppm) measured in positive-ion mode with 10 μm
per step. Image sizes were 116 × 116 pixels and 122 × 110 pixels, respectively. The lipids show reproducible distributions in the various parts of the fly brain. Imaging bin width was
Δm/z= 0.01 at a mass resolving power of 140,000 at m/z 200 and a mass accuracy of better than 3 ppm. The RGB overlay images of the three selected lipid species are shown to the right.
C) Abbreviations for the various locations in the cartoon sketch image are as follows: R = retina (without pigment), F = fat bodies, M = mouthparts, N = cortex with nuclei,
S = synaptic neurons, Mb =mushroom bodies, AL = antennal lobe. (Adapted from [58]).
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1 mm in diameter (Supplementary Fig. S13). The optical images of the
sections were later compared to the MSI-measured sections which were
subsequently stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H & E) to determine
anatomical correlations between mass spectrometric and histological
data. Anatomical correlations between microscopic image, mass spec-
trometric image and an H& E-stained optical image are shown in
Supplementary Fig. S13. The unique distributions of eight brain-specific
lipids were determined from the two biological replicates of fly brain,
measured with 10 μm/pixel resolution. A high similarity was found for
the lipid distributions in the two replicates, confirming the high degree
of reproducibility of lipid topography and MSI methodology (Fig. 10
and Table 1).

High-resolution AP-SMALDI MSI using DHB as a matrix in positive-
ion mode also enabled us to identify 14 spatially resolved D. melano-
gaster neuropeptides within the m/z range of 900–1100 and a mass
accuracy of± 3 ppm (Table 3). All neuropeptides were assigned based
on accurate mass and on identifications described in other studies of D.
melanogaster. [33]. Nine of those were allatostatins and tachykinin-like
peptides. Allatostatins are the major group of insect neuropeptides,
acting on central parts of the fly brain in order to block the release of
juvenile hormones and on the gut to block smooth muscle contraction

and motoneuron modulation [71]. On the other hand, tachykinin-like
peptides (TKLPs) are common in both vertebrates and invertebrates.
This family of neuropeptides regulates the function of odor perception
and locomotor activity in D. melanogaster [72]. Other neuropeptides
identified here include FMRFamide (Phe-Met-Arg-Phe)-related pep-
tides, which have functions in muscle contractions at neuromuscular
junctions in the fruit fly [73]. Short NPF-like peptides were found to be
concentrated in the mushroom bodies of the fly brain, an area which is
involved in learning and memory [74]. These peptides have functions
in various physiological processes and are expressed during all devel-
opmental stages of D. melanogaster. AP-SMALDI averaged mass spectra
show one of the allatostatin peptides (drostatin-1, red) and tachykinin-
like peptides (TK-1, green) in Supplementary Fig. S14. The localization
of these two peptides in head sections of two biological replicates of D.
melanogaster is shown in Fig. 11.

High-resolution AP-SMALDI MSI at a spatial resolution of 5 μm/
pixel from the upper part of a coronal section of female D. melanogaster
head allowed the identification of 19 different metabolites within the
mass accuracy of± 2 ppm and in the mass range of m/z = 80–400
(Table 4). The metabolomic profile of D. melanogaster has been
discussed previously by Kamleh et al., who used liquid chromatography

Fig. 11. AP-SMALDI MSI of sections from the heads of two biological replicates (A and B) of D. melanogaster, indicating the distribution of two protonated peptides drostatin-1 (m/z
953.52118, 2.0 ppm) and TK-1 (m/z 1065.54895, 2.01 ppm), overlaid in red and green. Measurements were performed with 10 μm per pixel in positive-ion mode, using DHB as a matrix.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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coupled to Fourier transform MS from insect homogenates [75]. In our
study, the anatomical localization of small metabolites in different parts
of the fly brain was discussed for the first time.

The identification and distribution pattern of the protonated small
metabolites spermine (m/z 203.22285 polyamine, red, −0.84 ppm),
clavepictine B (m/z 306.27865 sphingolipid, green, −1.60 ppm) and
one of the four nucleobases, guanine (m/z 152.05660, blue,
−0.56 ppm), is depicted in Fig. 12, showing a distinct topological
distribution of these metabolites assigned to specific brain regions. MSI
was performed at a resolution of 5 μm/pixel and the images obtained
were overlaid in an RGB image in order to visualize their distributions
in parallel. Polyamines can be found in species from bacteria to plants,
insects and other animals. They have many important roles in biological
systems including cell growth and cell proliferation [76] and act as
functional markers of neoplasia [77]. They are linked to several
diseases, including brain tumors [76], leukemia, cystic fibrosis, sickle
cell anemia, and psoriasis [78]. Furthermore, polyamines are involved
in heart and muscle hypertrophy [67]. Alkaloid properties of clavepic-
tine B are actively involved in antimicrobial, antifungal and antitumor
activity [78].

Three other metabolites and their overlay image are depicted in
Fig. 12, including kynurenine (m/z 209.09188, red, −0.90 ppm) in the
rostral part, tetradecadienyl histidine (histidine lipid, m/z 364.25982,
green, 0.96 ppm), intensely found within the central part, and guano-
sine monophosphate (m/z 284.09865, GMP, blue, −1.04 ppm), which
clusters around the caudal area of the fly brain. Kynurenines are
involved in the pathology of neurodegenerative disorders, pain syn-
dromes and autoimmune diseases [79]. The central part of the fly brain
is concentrated with the distribution of tetradecadienyl histidine,
consistent with a previous study of Drosophila metabolites [75]. All
metabolites were assigned according to literature data [75] within the
mass accuracy of± 2 ppm (Table 4).

4. Conclusion

This high-resolution MSI study provided a visualization of lipids,
metabolites, pheromones, and neuropeptides of D. melanogaster with an
emphasis on their tissue-specific spatial distributions and intensities.
Moreover, distribution and intensity changes of male-specific lipid-
based pheromones within adult and virgin male and female flies were
visualized, which would not have been disclosed with spatially low-
resolving imaging instrumentation. Apart from this, a convenient
method to prepare tissue sections for MSI studies of small and delicate
insects is proposed that preserves the integrity and morphological
features of the fly after embedding in 5% CMC or in gelatin in the case
of brain sections. Molecular imaging of major classes of glyceropho-
spholipids, sphingolipids and glycerolipids has been performed with a
spatial resolution down to 6 μm per pixel and with high mass accuracy.
The characteristic distributions of lipids and pheromones have been
compared and imaged from different sex-specific biological replicates.
Lipids, neuropeptides and small metabolites from the very small
coronal head sections of D. melanogaster were identified from different
biological replicates, which can explain their molecular and morpho-
logical identity in a reproducible manner. Our method will be applied
in the future to study the mechanism of action and effects of e.g. orally
administered drugs, metabolites and pesticides.

Using AP-SMALDI for small-sample analysis has a great potential
where measurement can be carried out without the overlapping of laser
spots and without much damage to the tissue sample down to a spatial
resolution of 5 μm per pixel.

Our results suggest that AP-SMALDI conditions are suitable for
obtaining quantifiable and distinguishable images of lipids, small
metabolites, peptides, and pheromones from D. melanogaster by high-
resolution MS imaging in order to obtain a better understanding of the
biology of this important model organism.Ta
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Table 4
Metabolites detected in AP-SMALDI MSI analyses of the head of Drosophila melanogaster in positive-ion mode using DHB as a matrix. Structures were assigned based on accurate mass and
literature data.

Formula [M] [M+Na]+calc [M+K]+calc [M+H]+calc [M+H]+,Observed M/Z RMSE of [M+H]+obs./ppm Identity

Uric acid related
C5H4N4O3 168.0277924 191.0175617 206.99150 169.03562 169.03581 1.14 Uric acid
C5H4N4O2 152.0328774 175.0226467 190.99658 153.04070 153.04060 −0.67 Xanthine
C5H5N5O 151.0488614 174.0386307 190.01257 152.05669 152.05660 −0.57 Guanine
C10H13N5O5 283.0911214 306.0808907 322.05483 284.09895 284.09865 −1.05 Guanosine
C9H11N5O3 237.0856414 260.0754107 276.04935 238.09347 238.09370 0.99 Biopterin
C10H12N4O5 268.0802224 291.0699917 307.04393 269.08805 269.08852 1.76 Inosine
C10H14N5O7P 347.0625394 370.0523087 386.02625 348.07036 348.06985 −1.48 AMP

Tryptophan pathway metabolites
C11H12N2O2 204.0893294 227.0790987 243.05304 205.09715 205.09690 −1.25 Tryptophan
C11H12N2O3 220.0842444 243.0740137 259.04795 221.09207 221.09188 −0.86 Hydroxytryptophan
C10H12N2O3 208.0842444 231.0740137 247.04795 209.09207 209.09188 −0.91 Kynurenine

Osmolytes
C8H20NO6P 257.102827 280.09260 296.06653 258.11065 258.11075 0.38 Choline glycerophosphate

Pyrimidines
C4H5N3O 111.0427134 134.0324827 150.00642 112.05054 112.05075 1.89 Cytosine

Miscellaneous metabolites
C5H9NO4 147.0526104 170.0423797 186.01632 148.06044 148.06042 −0.11 Glutamate
C5H10N2O3 146.0685944 169.0583637 185.03230 147.07642 147.07634 −0.54 Glutamine
C5H11NO2 117.0784304 140.0681997 156.04214 118.08626 118.08640 1.23 Valine
C20H33N3O3 363.2516434 386.2414127 402.21535 364.25947 364.25982 0.97 Tetradecadienyl histidine
C10H14N5O8P 363.0574544 386.0472237 402.02116 364.06528 364.06568 1.11 GMP
C20H35NO 305.2713154 328.2610847 344.23502 306.27914 306.27865 −1.61 Clavepictine B
C10H26N4 202.2151974 225.2049667 241.17890 203.22302 203.22285 −0.85 Spermine

*Reference: Kamleh, M. A.; Hobani, Y.; Dow, J. A. T.; Zheng, L.; Watson, D. G. FEBS Journal 2009, 276, 6798–6809.

Fig. 12. Six different metabolites within the mass range of (m/z= 80-400), imaged with 204 × 240 pixels from the upper part of a female D. melanogaster axial brain section in positive-
ion mode with a spatial resolution of 5 μm/pixel, using DHB as a matrix. The rightmost images show the RGB overlays of the three metabolites to their left.
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